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Uniferon Best Practice Recommendation 

Scientific platform

On-time deployment of high calibre knowledge is everything 

in a competitive environment. Pharmacosmos, recognized as 

global leader in iron therapy and the originator and 

manufacturer of Uniferon, is committed to winning with you. 

This means that Pharmacosmos is dedicated to stay at the 

very forefront of swine industry developments and 

knowledge. While it obviously is Pharmacosmos’ business to 

provide swine producers with iron, Pharmacosmos also 

aspire to meet what seems to be a significant, unmet demand 

for best practice anaemia care recommendations. 

 

The Iron Expert Board: 

Pharmacosmos has established the Iron Expert Board with a 

dedicated panel group consisting of international Key Opinion 

Leaders, representing some of the best minds in the field of 

swine health and iron supplementation. 
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Mission of the Iron Expert Board: 

The mission of the Iron Expert Board (IEB) is to maintain an 

up-to-date platform of scientific knowledge relevant to best 

practice anaemia care, as well as to be a valuable resource 

for swine producers and veterinary clinicians in a continued 

effort to provide best in class injectable iron supplementation 

with Uniferon worldwide. 

 

Thus, the goal of the IEB is: 

• To ensure adequate iron supplementation for all piglets  

– avoiding the ”iron gap” 

• To widen the understanding of anaemia and the relation  

between anaemia and growth in particular 

• To avoid inappropriate use of iron and “iron overload” 

•  To make up-to-date recommendations for iron  

supplementation in order to prevent anaemia 

 

                                                                            Sincerely 

                                                            The Uniferon Team 

 

 


